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Facility summary

A 5.5 McV-pcr-nuclcon chlorine-37 beam was
developed this month with a record low cyclotron field
of 2.4 Tcsla in order lo probe the lower limit for
practical beam extraction. The beam was then used for
operator training.

Two major physics experiments were
performed - a study of radiative electron capture in
high-crilical-temperaiurc superconductors and the
determination of a precise half-life with ISOL. The
latter run was cut short by a failure of the Tandem
while producing a modern-production-record 18
|i Amps of protons on target. An 87t experiment to
study supcrdeformation in lead and mercury also
had lo be cancelled as a result.

The failure precipitated an unexpectedly early
start to the scheduled year-end shutdown. Damage to
the Tandem charging system was repaired and the gas
stripper canal was rebuilt.

Beams produced by the Tandem this month
were: 17 McV protons; 7 and 12 McV silicon-28; 16
MeV chlorinc-37; and 118 MeV brominc-79.

Modifications to the cyclotron deflector
assembly were made to improve the case of servicing,
particularly for adjusting gap widths for different beams.

Year-end review
Negative Ion Injector

There were a number of important ion source
developments this year. The prototype source designed
by Simon Frascr and McMaster universities was
refined and is now the standard for all AMS work. It
provides large currents, low background and multiple-
sample capability.

The old duoplasmatron source was refurbished
and produced a 6 |xamp helium-4 beam under test.

A spherical-ionizer version of the sputter
source was also successfully tested.

A modification to the cesium feed-canal of the
sputter sources was designed, tested and adopted,
resulting in much more precise control of cesium feed
to the source. The result is that source operation is
more reliable, outputs arc generally increased, and
useful lifetime has doubled.

Tandem Accelerator
The accelerator ran well for the first half year

at voltages up to 14.8 MV. Analyzed beams were
recorded on eight days at voltages above 14.5 MV,
bettering the previous record six days in 1989.

Deterioration of the conductive rims on
charging-chain pulley wheels caused operational
problems during the second half year. We have return-
ed to the use of metal side-shims for electrical contact
to the chain. The first high-voltage run since this
change is scheduled for the end of January 1992.

Superconducting Cyclotron
Nine new beams were developed, bringing to 42

the total now available for experiments. Ten of the 18
scheduled cyclotron runs produced beams for physics
experiments.

Highlights in a most successful year
included: exceeding the design goal of the electro-
static deflector by operating with 150 kV per cm
across its electrode gap; extracting a beam at a low
main magnetic field of 2.4 Tesla, where two of the
superconducting extraction elements are far from
optimum; producing several germanium-76 beams
with enriched ion-source cones; and completing
our last commissioning goal of extracting uranium-
238 at 3 MeV per nucleon.

Future plans caJl for production of a lithium-7
beam with energy higher than 40 MeV per nuclcon,
production of a uranium-238 beam of energy higher
than 3 MeV per nucleon, installation of a third radial
current probe, and development of a remotely-
movable septum to adjust the gap in the electrostatic
deflector without lowering the cyclotron pole.

Control Computer System
An upgraded version of the commercial

"Vsystcm" control software was run. It successfully
monitored and controlled the ion injectors during tests in
October. The tests were conducted with the cooperation
of VISTA Control Systems of Los Alamo.

A decision has now been made to proceed with
replacement of our PDP-11 control computers with
microVAX systems and Vsystcm software.
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Data Acquisition
The TASCC Phase II Experimental Computing

Facility project was completed on schedule and within
budget. This included new on-line data acquisition
hardware/software installed on both the Concurrent
CCUR 3230 and CCUR 3280 computer systems. An
elhcrnet link was recently established between the
Concurrent computers and new SUN SPARC 2 workstations.

A high-level graphics package, AGXAoolmaster
from UNIRAS Inc has been purchased for the develop-
ment of on/off-line graphics software (in the X-windows
environment) for the SUN workstations.

Hit Gamma-Ray Spectrometer
Sixteen experiments were performed during

the year. In addition to the long-standing collaboration
with McMastcr University and the University of
Toronto, we also had international groups visiting for
experiments, including groups from Argonne National
Lab, Stras-bourg, Stonybrook, the University of York
and the University of Tennessee.

In collaboration with CRN Strasbourg, a
measurement was made of the yield of the super-
deformed bands in gadolinium-147 to the reaction
7 6Ge + 7 6Ge (5n channel). Compared with the
reaction 30Si + I 2 2Sn (5n channel) to the same
nucleus, the yield was found to be about 1.6 times
larger for the symmetric entrance channel. This ties
in with several types of experiments, all pointing to
the conclusion that the time taken from first contact
to fission in a given compound system is longer
with symmetric partners in the entrance channel.
This extra delay allows an increased fraction of the
residues to survive fission at very high spin and, for
example, leads to superdeformed final states.

In collaboration with Stonybrook and York
University we have nearly completed a systematic
study of a strongly-deformed intruder band across
the odd antimony isotopes 115 - 109. The final
experi-ment for 109Sb is scheduled early in the new
year. In preliminary work we have identified
several transit-ions and have shown that the best
reaction to populate the nucleus at high spin is 58Ni
on 5 4Fe (3p channel). From the study we expect to
learn about the role of the proton-neutron residual
interaction in driving nuclear deformation.

McMaster University began a program to search
for supcrdeformed bands in the region 130<A<150.
Such bands provide an evolutionary link between the
highly-deformed structures seen in the A-130 region
and the fully-fledged superdeformed bands of the
A-150 region. So far we have concentrated on 141Gd.

The University of Toronto group has
concentrated its efforts in the A-190 superdeformed
region. Experiments to look for superdeformed bands in
19^Bi in the 184W (19F, 5n) reaction were completed.

Mini-Ball f ALF 3^
Many experiments involved the newly-

commissioned mini-ball (or ALF 3) which comprises a
close-packed array of CsI(Tl) detectors covering about
90% of the solid angle. The University of Toronto has
used the 8ji-spectrometer with ALF 3 to study mercury-
195 in the reaction 186W + 17O -> 195Hg + a + 4n by
measuring the a-particle spectrum in coincidence with
the usual 8JC- spectrometer data.

The mini-ball was used extensively to make
assignments in reactions leading to very neutron-
deficient species such as gadolinium-141 and antimony-109.

An experiment to observe the superdeformed
band in 152Dy gated by evaporated protons in the
reaction 120Sn + 37C1 —* I 5 2Dy + p + 4n was
completed. The known superdeformed band showed
up very clearly in this experiment and we expect to
be able to disting-uish any major effects of
deformation on the associated proton spectrum.

In collaboration with the University of Tennes-
see, the mini-ball was used to cleanly select events from
the 144Sm + 28Si -> 169Re or 169Os reaction, by gating
or vetoing on proton detection in the miniball.

ISQL On-Line Isotope Separator
Twelve experiments were performed with ISOL,

in collaboration with researchers from the University of
Manitoba and Queens University. During the year,
improvements were made to our fast gas-transport
system that significantly increased its efficiency for
sub-second activities.

Fabrication of a second-generation He-jet ion
source was completed, incorporating simplifications and
design changes based on our experience with the first
generation source.

A better continuous-flow 4rc gas counter for
beta particles was built to eliminate spurious, small
problems caused by oxygen contamination in the
previous counter.

The above improvements permitted us to
observe the decay oP°Fe for the first time. The energy
of one gamma-ray in ils decay was measured precisely
and this will result in a more accurate log ft value for the
O + -> O + superallowed beta decay of 50Mn. Accurate
half-lives were also determined for the superallowed
beta emitters 50Mn and 46V.

Isospin-forbidden beta transitions in the decays
of 50Mn and 54Co were looked for but not observed.
The branching-ratio limit for these transitions is now
3 x 10"5 in both cases.

A direct mass measurement of the ' I 7 I - ' I8I -
119I triplet was made under highly stable conditions,
which produced the most precise result we have
achieved so far.



Heavy-ton Channeling
Collaborators from McMaster University,

Argonne National Labs, University of Aarhus and GSI-
Darmstadt joined TASCC researchers in a number of
successful experiments in 1991.

The KLL resonance for a He-like 7 9 B r + 3 3

beam capturing an electron while traversing a thin,
single crystal of silicon was clearly observed. The
exiting charge-state fractions were measured by
three resistive- wire counters in the focal plane of
the Q3D spectro-meter. This resonant transfer and
excitation (RTE) experiment observed "frozen"
charge-states of 97.5% for the exiting 7 9 Br + 3 3 beam
when the <110> axis of the crystal was aligned with
the beam direction.

Radiative electron capture (REC) was also
measured for an incident 7 9 Br + 3 3 beam to give
additional information on the momentum distribution
of the electrons captured by the channeled ions.

R.P. Sharma led an experiment in which an
18 MeV-per-nucleon 7 9 Br + 3 4 beam was used to
measure REC for ions channeled in a high-Tc
superconducting crystal of YBa2Cu3O7.x above and
below the critical temperature of 92 K.

A measurement of RTE for 79Br+33 ions
channeled in a thin gold crystal is planned for early 1992.

Accelerator Mass Spectrometry
We completed a set of measurements on 36C1

samples from the Cigar Lake uranium deposit and its
environs. This ore body is a natural analogue for a
nuclear waste repository and analysis of results suggests
water residence times in the ore are in excess of 100,000
years. This testifies to the efficiency of Ihc natural
barriers to ground-water flow through the ore body.

Major gains were made in system stability by
improvements to the generating voltmeter system. A
multi-sample AMS ion source with stable output and
low memory effects has been commissioned. It was built
at McMaster University and modified at TASCC.

A major effort has been made to reduce system
background, resulting in levels as low as 5 x lO"1^
36CI/C1 being achieved. This work was made more
difficult by rather high environmetal 36C1 backgrounds
in the TASCC laboratory area. It is very difficult to
avoid sample contamination in the preparation step.

Work is progressing on a new higher-resolution
velocity filter and a new detector with position-sensitive
avalanche stages for fast timing of flight time through
the gassy magnet, and a Bragg section for particle
identification.

Work is also continuing on identification of
residual sources of instability in the accelerator system
to allow routine accuracies of 5% or better for samples
not limited by counting statistics.

Heavy Ion Reaction Mechanisms
The TASCC reactions group, in collaboration

with University Laval, performed experiments to study
highly-excited nuclear systems and the dynamics of
projectile breakup. As well, two instrumentation runs
and a test of secondary beam production were
sucessfully completed. Major improvements to the
forward array were also made.

Highly-excited systems were produced in the
35CI + 12C and 35CI + 9Be reactions at 35 MeV per
nucleon and in the12C + 12C reaction at 45 MeV per
nucleon. An impact-parameter trigger, based on total
charge observed in the forward array, selected the
more central collisions. Spectra of the coincident
light charged particles were then analyzed to obtain
momentum distributions in the emitting system.

Dynamic effects were studied in the breakup of
40 MeV-per-nucleon 14N projectiles. Preliminary
analysis of binary breakup channels shows a sharp
quasi-elastic peak.

In the first of two instrumentation runs.we
improved the response of our CaF2/plastic phoswich
detectors for use in conjunction with the MSU 4rc array.
The second run was used to test plastic/CsI detectors
from University Laval.

A feasibility test of secondary beam
production was performed with a 40 MeV-per-
nucleon 12C beam incident on a 12C production target
located just after the cyclotron. The beam-transport
system carried all ions of the correct magnetic
rigidity to our scattering chamber, some 27 m distant.

The forward array is now being expanded to
48 detectors covering the angular range from 7 to 25
degrees. An inner ring of 16 detectors has already
been built and instrumentation of the new ring is
progressing. Completion of the improved array is
expected in the spring of 1992.



December experiments

Experiment : Beam development of 5.5 MeV/u chlorine-37,7 MeV/u silicon-28 and production of 18
MeV/u bromine-79 with the superconducting cyclotron

Researchers : TASCC Beam Commissioning Team and operations crews

Beam : 37CI+8 at 5.5 Me V/u; 28Si+2 at 196 McV; 79Br+22 at 18 Me V/u
Duration : 7 days

Experiment : Radiative-Electron Capture (REC) into highly-stripped bromine ions channeled in high-
critical-temperaturc single-crystal superconductors

Researchers : J.S. Forster, G.C. Ball and J.S. Geiger (TASCC); R.P .Sharma, J.A. Davies and D. Comedi
(McMaster U); and C.R. Vane (ORNL)

Beam : 79Br+22 at 632 McV
Duration : 3 days

Experiment : Determination of precise half-life of manganese-50 with ISOL
Researchers : E. Hagberg, J.C. Hardy, V.T. Koslowsky, G. Savard and M.J. Watson (TASCC)

Beam : Protons at 17 Me V
Duration : 2 days

Next month

• AMS equipment development and system
stability tests

• Study track formation in high-Tc
superconductors

• Measure precise half-life of cobalt-54

• Study very high spin in hafnium-167

• Copper irradiation of rock sample

Facility operating record

Elapsed Time (Year-to-date) 876C

Beam Available
Tandem Only
Tandem + Cyclotron

Beam Development
Planned Shutdown
Forced Shutdown

3546.8
759.1

2155.9
1477.6
820.6
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